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Synopsis

The extermination of mankind has begun! Lieutenant Commander Zoey Bryant is the best pilot in the fleet. But her loyalty to Captain Slade gets her kicked out of the Navy. She teams up with a ruthless band of mercenaries to rescue the wrongly dishonored captain. But things take a deadly turn when they find the eerie remains of a destroyer that mysteriously disappeared during the first Verge War - 25 years ago.

Commander Walker escapes the horrors of Thantos 6 and limps through space in a decrepit shuttle. But when he stumbles across the alien fleet, he's taken captive aboard an enemy super-carrier. But the cunning Special Warfare Operator isn't going down without a fight. He vows to free the hordes of human prisoners that await an uncertain fate and make one last strike at the invaders. With the outer colonies under attack, these renegades are mankind's only hope!

"If you like Battlestar Galactica, Halo, and awesomeness, you won't want to miss this read." — Some random guy on Twitter.

Buy STARSHIP REVENANT Today! A thrilling military sci-fi adventure.
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Customer Reviews
It took a while but I really enjoyed this series. The characters have the worst luck ever, and it became a little tedious how each situation got progressively worse, and worse, and worse, yet seemed to work out in the end. But hey, it's sci-fi.

Nice story. The books are a little short however that seems to be typical for many authors. The story line is not overly predictable so it keeps you entertained. Nice balance of characters. The story has a lot of potential for development.

Good story, good character development. Thanks for the free read. Since I became disabled I read a book a day, just don't have the money anymore. Have thousands of sci-fi books in plastic cases in basement.

Really enjoyed the book and looking forward to more in the series. Interested to find out the full story in the new ship.

I enjoyed it immensely and look forward to the next books in the series. The jumping around from location to location was a bit taxing but I don't know how you would tie it together otherwise.

I thought you really hated your main characters for a while. It's good to see them all coming together. The jumping back and forth was driving me crazy with suspense. Good story. thx

Read all 3 books and loved all of them. Keeps you in suspense as you never know what is going to happen next. Hope there is going to be another one as the story hasn't ended yet.

What a great story. Characters were like family. Very well written and plenty of details to keep you hooked. Could read it a second time and still enjoy it. Loved every minute.
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